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21 Abstract

22 Horses have the ability to generate a remarkable repertoire of facial expressions, some which 

23 have been linked to certain emotional states, for example pain. Studies suggest that facial 

24 expressions may be a more ‘honest’ expression of emotional state in horses than behavioral 

25 or physiological parameters. This study sought to describe the facial expressions during stress 

26 of healthy horses free of pain, using a standardized method of recording facial expressions in 

27 video. Stress was induced in 28 horses by subjecting them to road transport and 10 of these 

28 horses were also subjected to social isolation. The horses served as their own control. A 

29 body-mounted, remote controlled heart rate monitor provided continuous heart rate 

30 measurements during the interventions. The horses’ facial expressions were video-recorded 

31 during the interventions. Frequency and duration of each facial expression were then 

32 determined, according to the Equine Facial Action Coding System. Heart rate increased 

33 during the stressful interventions (p=0.01), confirming that the interventions were stressful. 

34 Using both the human investigation- and the co-occurrence methods, the following facial 

35 traits could be observed during stress: eye white increase (p<0.001), nostril dilator (p<0.001), 

36 upper eyelid raiser (p<0.001), inner brow raiser (p=0.042), tongue show (p<0.001) along 

37 with an increase in ‘ear flicker’ (p<0.001) and blink frequency (p<0.001). The facial actions 

38 were successfully used to train a machine-learning classifier to discriminate between stressed 

39 and calm horses, with an accuracy of 74.2 %. Most of the facial features identified 

40 correspond well with previous research on the subject, for example flared nostrils, repetitive 

41 mouth behaviors, increased eye white, tongue show and ear movements. Some features 

42 selected as indicative of emotional pain-free stress are used in face-based pain assessment 

43 tools, such as dilated nostrils, eye white increase or inner brow raiser. The relation between 

44 facial expressions of stress and pain should therefore further be studied.
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45 Introduction

46 Lack of a ‘gold standard’ for evaluating emotional states in non-verbal mammals has been a 

47 driving force for exploration of bodily behavior or physiological markers to convey 

48 information about internal states [1]. Facial activity can generate a wide array of different 

49 observable expressions [2] and has been suggested as a tool for assessment of welfare in 

50 mammals [1]. Many facial expressions are conserved across mammal species, including 

51 humans [3]. In humans, who can self-report, it is known that the affective component of pain 

52 is expressed by prototypical facial expressions [4]. The human emotional states happiness, fear, 

53 anger and disgust are also associated with typical facial expressions [5]. Horses have the ability 

54 to generate a remarkable repertoire of facial expressions, which can be described by 17 action 

55 units [6]. This is smaller than the human repertoire [7], but larger than that of e.g., chimpanzees 

56 or dogs [8,9]. Recently, it has been shown that horses can display facial changes which are 

57 specific to pain [10–12]. The facial actions involved include features such as eyebrow raising 

58 or tightening of eyelids, ears back, tension of the lower face muscles, and widened nostrils. 

59 Current pain assessment tools use these traits [10–12], but with some differences in the 

60 descriptions of facial configurations. 

61

62 One limitation to using facial cues for pain assessment in horses is that the specificity in relation 

63 to other common affective states, e.g., emotional stress, is not known [13]. Stress induces 

64 typical facial expressions in humans [14], but only a few studies of facial expressions during 

65 stress have been performed in horses, most focusing on features around the eye [15] or blinking 

66 frequency to determine stress. However, there is some controversy on whether the frequency 

67 of blinks increases [16] or diminishes [17] during stress. Pain is an internal stressor and the 

68 experience of pain may therefore elicit a stress response. In contrast, a stress response does not 
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69 infer pain. From human research, it is known that emotional state in individuals affects their 

70 perception of pain [5]. These complex interactions between stress and pain are currently 

71 unresolved in horses and other animals [6].

72

73 Stress is an adaptive physiological and emotional response that enables coping with challenges 

74 from the environment, such as tissue damage, or perceived threats of injury. In horses, which 

75 are prey animals, a multitude of emotional challenges may be present during both ordinary and 

76 extraordinary situations. These situations may include competitions, transportation by road, 

77 separation from the herd, social isolation during transportation, introduction to a new 

78 environment, and exposure to confinement during diagnostic procedures and treatment at an 

79 equine hospital. Most of these handling procedures have been shown to induce emotional stress 

80 [18–20], in addition to the stress inevitably induced by any pain the horse may feel at the 

81 moment. 

82

83 The stress response may clinically appear as elevated heart and respiratory rate, increased blood 

84 pressure, and temperature [21]. It may even induce some degree of analgesia [22] or 

85 hyperalgesia [23], at least experimentally. These responses occur together with a number of 

86 behavioral changes, such as alertness or aversiveness (short-term) and stereotypies or apathy 

87 (long-term) in horses [21]. Some stress-related physiological changes are not specific to 

88 emotional stress, however. Cortisol release has a diurnal variation [24] and may be affected by 

89 pathologies [25]. Heart rate and blood pressure may be elevated in response to both positive 

90 and negative experiences, such as exercise [26], or during experience of an internal stressor, 

91 such as pain [25]. This renders physiological markers suitable for measurements of emotional 

92 stress in controlled settings, but not in the field, where discrimination between stress and pain 
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93 is important in clinical decision making. It is therefore of interest to investigate whether the 

94 rich facial repertoire of horses contains distinct facial expressions of emotional stress. 

95

96 The Equine Facial Action Coding System (EquiFACS) [6] is a tool for recording facial 

97 expressions by observing onset and offset of anatomically based action units (AUs) and action 

98 descriptors (ADs) over time. The method does not infer anything about the meaning of the 

99 observed facial movements, leaving less space for subjective judgment. The resulting dataset 

100 contains data on the occurrence of different action units, time of onset, offset, and duration, 

101 and their temporal overlap with other active action units. EquiFACS was used to determine 

102 facial expressions of pain only recently [27]. To determine actions that are typical for pain in 

103 humans, a method based on increased frequencies is commonly used [28]. However, statistical 

104 methods for analyzing FACS data on horses are not yet well-developed, and data-driven 

105 methods for classification of emotional state in horses based on the frequency and duration of 

106 action units are generally lacking. 

107

108 The aim of this study was therefore to describe, using EquiFACS, the facial expressions during 

109 controlled stressful events in healthy horses free of pain. Based on earlier descriptions, we 

110 expected to identify facial action patterns that were distinct to stress, with the most prominent 

111 being changes in repetitive mouth behaviors, flared nostrils, flattened ears [29], and the action 

112 descriptors yawning and tongue show [30]. We also expected an increased number of action 

113 units in response to visual or auditory inputs, displayed as increased frequencies of ear 

114 movement and eye blinks. To our knowledge, facial expressions of emotional stress have not 

115 been described previously using EquiFACS. 
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116

117 Short-term emotional stress was induced by transporting healthy horses in a trailer or keeping 

118 them in short-term social isolation. The physiological parameter heart rate was used as a marker 

119 of induced stress. We hypothesized that the frequency methods applied in human research can 

120 also identify important action units and action descriptors in horses, but also that methods using 

121 temporal distribution are accurate in classification of stress in horses.

122 Materials and methods

123 Ethical statement
124 This study was approved by the Ethics Committee for Animal Experiments, “Blinded for 

125 review” (Approval no. 5.8.18-10767/2019). Owner consent for use of privately owned horses 

126 was obtained before experimentation.

127 Study design 
128 For this observational study, two standard horse management practices were used to induce 

129 emotional stress: short-term transportation and short-term isolation. Video footage was 

130 recorded during the stressful events, and when the horse was calm before or after the 

131 intervention. A body-mounted, remote-controlled heart rate monitor provided continuous heart 

132 rate measurements in all three situations.

133 Horses 
134 A total of 28 university-owned and privately-owned horses were used in the study. Nine 

135 Standardbred trotters (seven mares and two geldings), and one warmblood mare from the 

136 university herd (UNI) were included. They were considered healthy at routine examinations 

137 during the previous four months, were of median age 12 years (range 8-19 years), and had 
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138 roughly the same body weight. They were kept at an authorized research facility at “Blinded 

139 for Review”. These horses were fed hay four times a day, and oats once a day according to a 

140 nutritional plan that supported normal condition. All horses were allowed out on pasture for 6 

141 hours a day and otherwise kept in individual 3 m x 4 m boxes. During the experiment, horses 

142 were moved to other boxes in the same facility and acclimatized for at least 16 hours. Horses 

143 were moved together in pairs, stabled besides each other, and kept in their regular stable herd 

144 (together for at least the previous 6 months). Each pair of horses had the same feeding and 

145 housing routine and had the same caretakers in all stables. 

146

147 Eighteen privately owned horses (PRI) were included. They comprised 10 geldings, seven 

148 mares and one stallion, of the breeds Thoroughbreds (n=5), mixed-breed ponies (n=4), 

149 Standardbred trotters (n=3), and Swedish warmblood/riding breeds (n=6), with body weight 

150 ranging between approximately 400 and 600 kg. The median age of horses in this group was 

151 10 years (range 3-24 years). They were considered healthy by their caretakers, had not been 

152 subjected to veterinary treatment for the previous two months, and had not been treated with 

153 analgesics during that period. The horses were managed at home, by the horse owner, in the 

154 routines to which they were accustomed. All were kept in stables except for the thoroughbreds, 

155 which were kept in a free-range system. Three of the PRI horses were kept at the university but 

156 were treated as though they were privately owned.

157

158 All horses from PRI (N=18) and UNI (N=10) were subject to transportation (N=28). The PRI 

159 horses were studied in their own stable and were transported in their own trailer. The UNI 

160 horses were transported in a standard horse trailer for 20 minutes. All horses from UNI were 
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161 subjected to social isolation on a subsequent occasion (N=10). Social isolation was performed 

162 by leaving the horse alone in the stable without its herd mates for at least 15 minutes.

163 Video-recording
164 Video-recordings of the horses were made during the two types of stress and during baseline 

165 without the presence of an observer. In the PRI group and during transportation in the UNI 

166 group, video-recordings were made in the box and inside the horse trailer, using GoPro Hero 

167 3+ Silver Edition and GoPro Hero 7 Black cameras (Gopro Inc., San Mateo, California, USA). 

168 Resolution was set to 1080p at 30 fps and videos were exported to mp4-format. The cameras 

169 were mounted depending on the layout of the box, so that the entire horse and its box could be 

170 seen in the footage. If the stable had no regular box, the horses were filmed in their grooming 

171 spot. In the trailer, the halter of the horse was tied to a front bar in a standard manner, and the 

172 camera was mounted in line with the horses’ head height and angled approximately 45-60 

173 degrees from the horses’ medial plane. The cameras recorded for 10 to 20 minutes during 

174 transportation, and for at least 30 minutes during baseline.

175

176 During the social isolation intervention and the baseline (UNI), the horses were filmed in their 

177 own boxes. The video-recordings during social isolation were made using two wall-mounted 

178 standard surveillance cameras with night vision (WDR EXIR Turret Network Camera, 

179 HIKVISION, Hangzhou, China). Extra light was provided with nine standard fluorescent lights 

180 mounted in the ceiling, programmed to provide light during daytime hours. The cameras were 

181 mounted in each corner in the front of the box so only the horse and its box could be seen in 

182 the footage, in order to ensure blinding. Resolution was set to maximum and images were 

183 exported to mp4-format. The cameras recorded all baseline sessions for a minimum of 30 

184 minutes and social isolation sessions for a minimum of 15 minutes.
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185 Heart rate monitoring
186 A remotely controlled human sport ECG transmitter (Polar Wearlink, Polar Electro OY, 

187 Kempele, Finland), modified for equine use, was used together with its corresponding control 

188 unit to obtain continuous heart rate measurements without the interference of an observer. The 

189 Wearlink device was fastened using a girth, which was soaked in water before attachment. The 

190 horses were allowed to adjust to the ECG transmitter for 10 minutes before measurements 

191 began [31]. The heart rate monitor was synchronized with the cameras, using a gesture in the 

192 video when the transmitter was started or using the time-stamped files produced by the cameras 

193 and heart rate transmitter. Files containing R-R intervals were exported and filtered through 

194 Polar ProTrainer Equine Edition (Polar Electro OY, Kempele, Finland). The files were 

195 processed in Kubios HRV Premium (Kubios, Finland) in order to extract heart rate during the 

196 selected time intervals. Heart rate measurements were extracted as a mean during five minutes, 

197 with onset two minutes and 15 seconds before annotation started. A two-way paired t-test for 

198 means was used to calculate significance in the PRI group. In the UNI group, ANOVA was 

199 used to test for significance between all three interventions and a two-way paired t-test for 

200 means was used to test for the specific rise in heart rate between the baseline and the respective 

201 intervention.

202 Video processing and annotation 
203 The identity of the video-recordings of the transportation group could only be blinded for horse, 

204 and not for intervention, since the location in the trailer and its movements could not be hidden. 

205 Selection of clips was made by manual inspection and 30-second clips of suitable footage were 

206 cut from the videos. If the face was visible and scorable for more than 30 seconds, a random 

207 number generator was used for video selection.

208
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209 The identity of the video-recordings of the social isolation group was blinded in relation to 

210 horse and intervention before annotation. Selection of videos for the social isolation group was 

211 performed using an automated face detection system [32], where sequences were selected if 

212 the head position of the horse was suited for annotation. Thirty-second sequences of video with 

213 a side- or front- view confidence of at least 60% were selected. If several selections were 

214 available, a random number generator was used to select one clip. The selected clips were 

215 manually inspected to ensure that the software had successfully identified a face. If not, a new 

216 clip was randomly selected.

217

218 All films were annotated in a blinded manner by two EquiFACS-certified veterinarians with a 

219 minimum of 70% correct annotations compared with expert raters. All transportation and 

220 baseline films were also annotated by JL who is also certified in EquiFACS. Annotation was 

221 performed using a template consisting of all codes in EquiFACS, including supplemental codes 

222 and the visibility code VC74 (code for unscorable), but without head movements (AD51-

223 AD55). Annotation was performed with the open-source program ELAN [33]. The annotators 

224 coded the onset and offset of the facial action units, allowing calculation of frequency and 

225 duration, i.e., how frequently an action unit or action descriptor occurred and how long it 

226 remained active. The annotators set the onset of the action unit to when the muscle started 

227 contraction and the offset to when it was fully back to neutral again. Inter-rater agreement 

228 between the coders was calculated using the Wexler ratio as described by Ekman et al. [7], 

229 using a full 30-second clip as the sample. Inter-rater agreement was calculated to be on average 

230 0.75 (coder 1-2: 0.76; coder 2-3: 0.76; coder 1-3: 0.71), indicating good agreement between 

231 raters.
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232 Selection of EquiFACS codes in stressed horses
233 Since inter-rater agreement was good, one set of annotations was randomly selected and used 

234 for each video. For each selected action unit or action descriptor, frequency and duration were 

235 observed. Frequency of ear flicker movements was also investigated. In order to do this, a 

236 movement index was created, by describing ears forward (EAD101) and ear rotator (EAD104) 

237 occurring together within a one-second interval. It is important to note that this is not an action 

238 descriptor but a definition of an occurrence, where the selected action descriptors occur in 

239 succession to constitute the “ear flicker”.

240

241 EquiFACS codes were analyzed using the method described by Kunz et al. [28], here called 

242 the Human FACS Investigation (HFI) method. Action units that accounted for more than 5% 

243 of total action unit occurrences in stress videos were selected. From this subset, action units 

244 detected at higher frequency in stress videos than in no-stress videos were selected as the final 

245 set of stress action units. While the HFI action unit selection method ensures that selected codes 

246 are frequent and distinct, they may have only a slightly stronger correlation with the emotional 

247 state and can exclude less frequent, but highly discriminative, action units. Therefore, the 

248 relative temporal distribution of action units was also considered. In order to do this, the method 

249 of Rashid et al. [27], here referred to as the Co-occurrence method, was used to calculate the 

250 co-occurrence of action units. This method selected EquiFACS codes that occurred together 

251 with other EquiFACS codes more frequently in stress than in no-stress states. Since onset and 

252 offset of EquiFACS codes were recorded in ELAN, codes which appeared simultaneously or 

253 in close relation to each other could be further studied. EquiFACS codes that occurred within 

254 a predetermined period (observation window size, OWS) were recorded as co-occurring. 

255 Action units that exhibited the largest difference in co-occurrence patterns between stress and 

256 no-stress states were selected. The method uses directed graphs to record and calculate 
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257 differences in co-occurrence patterns. Furthermore, a paired t-test for mean values was used to 

258 test significance, with p<0.05 considered significant.

259

260 For both the HFI and Co-occurrence methods, occurrences of ears forward (EAD101) and ear 

261 rotator (EAD104) that were included in the “ear flicker” category were not double counted for 

262 EAD101 and EAD104 separately. As a result, occurrence counts of EAD101 and EAD104 did 

263 not occur within a one-second interval of one another. 

264 Classification of stress/no stress
265 The EquiFACS codes selected by the HFI and Co-Occurrence methods were used to train a 

266 machine learning classifier, Linear Support Vector Machine (LVSM), for stress versus no-

267 stress classification. Twenty-five baseline videos and 35 stress videos (10 from social isolation, 

268 25 from transportation) were used. The frequency and duration features in the clips were used 

269 to represent each video sequence, in order to train the LSVM for stress versus no-stress 

270 classification. Using five-fold cross-validation, the optimum regularization parameter C and 

271 balanced class weights were selected. The Python Scikit-Learn library [34] and the Leave-One-

272 Out (LOO) protocol were used to train and test the models, meaning that the features of all 

273 videos except one were used to train an LSVM that then used the same features on the 

274 remaining video to determine whether it showed a stress state. The LSVM predictions were 

275 collated across the entire dataset, and precision, recall, and accuracy were computed. The 

276 performance of the LSVM models indicated how well the selected EquiFACS codes captured 

277 the facial expressions of stress and acted as a type of construct validity to classify stress.
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278 Results

279 Heart rate during interventions
280 The heart rate during interventions is shown in Fig 1. Heart rate increased from a pooled mean 

281 of 41 bpm (SD 10.6) during baseline to 70 bpm (SD 24.3) during transportation and to 55 bpm 

282 (SD 21.9) during social isolation. The increase in both groups was significant (p<0.01). In 

283 general, the spread of samples in the transportation group indicated that these measurements 

284 were somewhat more disrupted, due to more movement of the horse, but in general the heart 

285 rate samples were of good quality. Heart rate after the interventions decreased fully to the 

286 baseline level, indicating that it was the intervention that caused the rise in heart rate. The data 

287 also indicated that the transportation intervention was more stressful to the horses than the 

288 social isolation intervention. Based on the similarities in these results, the PRI and UNI groups 

289 were regarded as one stress group in the following analysis of facial expressions.

290

291 Fig 1. Heart rate during interventions. Boxplots showing the heart rate of (left) privately 

292 owned horses (PRI) and (right) university horses (UNI) during baseline (B), isolation (I), and 

293 transportation (T).

294 Selected EquiFACS codes (HFI method)
295 Table 1 shows action units selected using the HFI method. All action units that comprised at 

296 least 5% of stress action unit occurrences were more frequent in transportation videos than 

297 baseline videos. Blink action units (AU145 and AU47) and inner brow raiser (AU101) had the 

298 most similar rate of occurrence between stress and no-stress states, while eye white increase 

299 (AD1), nostril dilator (AD38) and upper lid raising (AU5) exhibited the largest difference in 

300 frequency between transportation and baseline recordings. The selected action units for social 
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301 isolation stress mostly showed similar codes. Unlike for the transportation group, half blink 

302 (AU47) was not selected for the social isolation group due to occurring more frequently in no-

303 stress videos, and upper lid raiser (AU5) is not selected due to low frequency in social isolation 

304 videos. On the other hand, ear rotator (EAD104) was selected during social isolation. “Ear 

305 flicker” was more frequent and more pronounced in transportation than in social isolation. 

306 The selected action units when both groups were combined were used as a larger ‘stress’ group. 

307 All action units that comprised at least 5% of stress action unit occurrences were also more 

308 frequent in stress videos than baseline videos. The chosen action units for social isolation were 

309 identical to those selected for transportation stress, but the percentage difference between no-

310 stress and stress frequency counts was noticeably larger for inner brow raiser (AU101). 

311 Table 1. Facial expressions during stress (HFI method)

Eye 
white 

increase 
(AD1)

Nostril 
dilator 
(AD38)

Inner 
brow 
raiser 

(AU101)

Blink 
(AU145)

Half 
blink 

(AU47)

Upper 
lid raiser 

(AU5)

“Ear 
flicker”

Ear 
rotator 

(EAD104)

Transportation
Percentage 
of AUs 
during stress 
/ no stress

8.2% / 
4.8%

13.1% / 
8.4%

5.3% / 
8.1%

12.7% / 
19.6%

7.7% / 
11.2%

8.0% / 
5.7%

18.9 / 
17.7%

Not 
selected

Difference in 
frequency 113.7% 106.2% 31.4% 30.1% 35.8% 98.6% 76.2% Not 

selected

Isolation
Percentage 
of AUs 
during stress 
/ no stress

7.8% / 
3.9%

15.0% / 
7.0%

15.0% / 
12.1%

18.1% / 
19.8%

Not 
selected

Not 
selected

16.6% / 
20.2%

5.3% /
 6.2%

Difference in 
frequency 85.7% 90.9% 43.0% 12.8% Not 

selected
Not 

selected 1.9% 6.1%

Combined
Percentage 
of AUs 
during stress 
/ no stress

8.2% / 
4.8%

13.4% / 
8.4%

7.2% / 
8.1%

13.8% / 
19.6%

8.0% / 
11.2%

7.0% / 
5.7%

18.4% /
17.7%

Not 
selected
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Difference in 
frequency 106.8% 101.8% 52.1% 29.3% 30.5% 80.7% 66.4% Not 

selected
312 Action units (AUs) and action descriptors (ADs) selected using the Human FACS 

313 Investigation (HFI) method to represent stress in horses in the transportation and social 

314 isolation groups and together as a combined group.

315 Frequency and duration of AUs
316 Average frequency and maximum duration for selected action units across baseline, social 

317 isolation, and transportation videos are shown in Fig 2. Action unit frequency increased across 

318 all selected action units, particularly between baseline and transportation stress. However, not 

319 all rises were significant.

320

321 Fig 2. Frequency and duration of EquiFACS codes. Changes in action unit (AU) and 

322 action descriptor (AD) frequency patterns between stress and no-stress states. Stress affected 

323 the duration (s) of activity for an AU. Asterisks indicate statistical significance (*p<0.05, 

324 **p<0.01; ***p<0.001).

325

326 Stress, particularly transportation stress, was correlated with an increase in duration of upper 

327 lid raiser (AU5), eye white increase (AU101), inner brow raiser (AU 101), and nostril dilator 

328 (AD38). All action units selected by the HFI method had p<0.01 for at least one representation 

329 and group. Additionally, tongue show (AD19) and lips part (AU25), related to mouth behavior, 

330 showed p<0.01 across all groups and representations when tested separately. However, each of 

331 these action units occurred rarely. Inner brow raiser (AU101), despite its high frequency, was 

332 only statistically significant when using maximum duration and decreased during transport 
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333 stress. With just 10 horses in the group, action unit frequency was rarely significant for isolation 

334 stress.

335 Selected EquiFACS codes (Co-occurrence method)
336 Action units and action descriptors selected using the Co-occurrence method are presented in 

337 Table 2. Of the selected codes, nostril dilator (AD38), tongue show (AD19), mouth open 

338 (AU25), upper lid raiser (AU5), eye white show (AD1), and “ear flicker” showed significance 

339 in all OWS. Inner brow raiser (AU101) was selected by the HFI method and significant (up to 

340 a 5-second OWS) using this method.

341 Table 2. Facial expressions during stress (Co-oc method).

O
WS

Inner 
brow 
raiser 
(AU1
01)

Lips 
part 

(AU2
5)

Tong
ue 

show 
(AD1

9)

Nostri
l 

Dilato
r 

(AD3
8)

“Ear 
flicke

r”

Blink 
(AU1
45)

Eye 
white 
increa

se 
(AD1)

Nostri
l lift 

(AUH
13)

Upper 
lid 

raiser 
(AU5)

Half 
blink 
(AU4

7)

Ears 
forwar

d 
(EAD
101)

Ear 
rotator 
(EAD
104)

2         

(p=0.0
42)

(p<0.0
01)

(p<0.0
01)

(p<0.0
01)

(p<0.0
01)

(p<0.0
01)

(p<0.0
01)

(p=0.0
64)

(p<0.0
01)

5          

(p=0.0
24)

(p<0.0
01)

(p<0.0
01)

(p<0.0
01)

(p<0.0
01)

(p<0.0
01)

(p<0.0
01)

(p=1.0
00)

(p<0.0
01)

(p=0.1
07)

10          

(p=0.0
51)

(p<0.0
01)

(p<0.0
01)

(p<0.0
01)

(p<0.0
01)

(p=0.0
13)

(p<0.0
01)

(p=0.4
50)

(p<0.0
01)

(p=0.1
85)

15           
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(p=0.0
52)

(p<0.0
01)

(p<0.0
01)

(p<0.0
01)

(p<0.0
01)

(p=0.0
37)

(p<0.0
01)

(p=0.5
76)

(p=0.0
01)

(p=0.3
73)

(p=0.1
73)

20           

(p=0.0
90)

(p=0.0
01)

(p=0.0
01)

(p<0.0
01)

(p<0.0
01)

(p=0.0
53)

(p<0.0
01)

(p=0.3
83)

(p=0.0
03)

(p=0.2
38)

(p=0.2
17)

30            

(p=0.1
79)

(p=0.0
18)

(p=0.0
17)

(p<0.0
01)

(p=0.0
01)

(p=0.0
79)

(p<0.0
01)

(p=0.4
50)

(p=0.0
18)

(p=0.2
10)

(p=0.2
52)

(p=0.6
41)

342 Action units (AUs) and action descriptors (ADs) selected using the Co-occurrence method to 

343 represent stress in horses using different OWS.

344 Leave-One-Out classification
345 The selected action units in Tables 1 and 2 were used to train a simple LVSM for stress or no-

346 stress classification, in order to check the validity of the selected action units. Results of the 

347 LOO classification are shown in Tables 3 and 4. The best classification was obtained using 

348 both frequency and maximum duration, reaching an impressive 89% recall rate for the action 

349 units selected by the HFI method and a 78% precision rate for the action units selected by the 

350 Co-occurrence method.

351 Table 3. Results of Leave-One-Out classification for the action units selected by the 

352 Human FACS Investigation (HFI) method

Frequency Max duration Both
Precision 73.91% 71.43% 66.67%
Recall 89.47% 92.11% 89.47%
Accuracy 75.76% 74.24% 68.18%

353

354 Table 4. Results of Leave-One-Out classification for the action units selected by the Co-

355 occurrence method
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Frequency Max duration Both
Precision 72.09% 58.82% 78.38%
Recall 81.58% 52.63% 76.32%
Accuracy 71.21% 51.52% 74.24%

356

357 Discussion

358 The basis for the emotional component of stress was disrupting the horses’ regular routines, 

359 by either keeping them in while their herd mate was brought outside or by loading them onto 

360 a trailer for transportation. However, it is possible that a number of external inputs inevitably 

361 associated with transportation, e.g., exposure to new environment, wind, confined space, 

362 social isolation, or movement restriction, induced additional stress. Social isolation, on the 

363 other hand, was associated with few external inputs, because the horses stayed in their 

364 familiar environment during the intervention. In the social isolation group, a significant rise 

365 in heart rate was observed, although to a lower level than during transportation. It was 

366 concluded that both interventions induced emotional stress in horses, according to the rise in 

367 heart rate [19,21,30,35,36] recorded under well-controlled circumstances. 

368

369 Analysis of the EquiFACS codes showed increased frequency of several specific action units 

370 and action descriptors during both interventions (Fig 3). According to the HFI method, the 

371 action units of a stressed horse included upper lid raiser (AU5) and inner brow raiser 

372 (AU101), as well as blink (AU145) and “ear flicker”. The frequency of the action descriptors 

373 nostril dilator (AD38) and eye white increase (AD1), not describing certain muscle-induced 

374 codes but rather the effects of other muscle movement, was also significantly increased. 

375 According to the Co-occurrence method, tongue show (AD19) and mouth open (AU25) were 

376 also important. When comparing the HFI method with the Co-occurrence method for 2-
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377 second OWS, these two codes were the only differences. Since HFI is a frequency-based 

378 method, less frequent action units such as tongue show (AD19) were not picked up as 

379 significant using the HFI method but were still sufficiently distinct to differentiate between 

380 stress and no-stress states. The logical interpretation of this pattern is that tongue show 

381 (AD19) and lips part (AU25) are sufficiently distinct to discriminate between stress and 

382 neutral states, but absence of the codes cannot exclude stress. 

383

384 Fig 3. Illustration of facial expressions during stress. Action units (AU)/action descriptors 

385 (AD) relevant for recognizing a stressed horse (II). A “neutral” horse (I) is included for 

386 reference. A: Upper lid raiser (AU5). B: Nostril dilator (AD38). C: Inner brow raiser 

387 (AU101). D: “Ear flicker”. E: Eye white increase (AD1). F: Tongue show (AD19). Action 

388 codes are compared to a “neutral” horse (above). Illustration by Anders Rådén/ARDI.

389

390 Most of the codes described by EquiFACS fit well with earlier literature on the subject, e.g., 

391 flared nostrils, repetitive mouth behaviors, increased eye white, and an increase in eye 

392 movements are features described previously during stress in horses [23,24,30]. However, 

393 inner brow raiser (AU101) is generally associated with pain and was not expected to be 

394 displayed during emotional stress where pain was not present. It is therefore relevant to discuss 

395 the presence of other emotional states during the interventions.

396

397 Because animals are not able to self-report, biological interpretation of the state of the horses 

398 remains open and therefore the meaning of the occurrence of action units remains pragmatic. 

399 For example, there is no 100% certainty that the horses are free of pain, since there is no “gold 
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400 standard” for evaluating pain. However, by only recruiting horses perceived as healthy and free 

401 from pain, and by using the horses as their own control, the risk of presence of pain can be 

402 lowered, although not completely eliminated. Given this limitation, the overall impressive 

403 recall and precision rates of the LOO classification indicate that the action units/action 

404 descriptors selected by both the HFI method and the Co-occurrence method can be used 

405 successfully to determine whether a horse is stressed or not, on the basis of video-recordings. 

406 This is supported by the fact that the methods picked almost identical action units/action 

407 descriptors for emotional stress.

408 Action descriptors
409 Since the horse is a flight animal, increased awareness of the surroundings during threats is of 

410 great importance to its preservation behaviors. Dilation of the nostril (AD38), an effect of 

411 several muscles contracting to increase the lumen of the nostril, helps facilitate air intake during 

412 flight, meaning that this action descriptor could have a pure physiological purpose, rather than 

413 displaying emotion. 

414

415 The action units upper lid raiser (AU5) and eye white increase (AD1) increase the field of 

416 vision, with the latter being translated mainly into an increase in eye- or head movements. 

417 Increased visibility of sclera could also be a result of increased head movements due to 

418 restlessness, or of several action units exerting their effects on the eye, e.g., upper lid raiser 

419 (AU5) or contraction of the infraorbital muscles of the eye, the latter not coded in EquiFACS. 

420 This is consistent with earlier findings that a horse under stress tends to focus on the 

421 environment and the stressors, causing an increase in head and eye movement [29]. If eye white 

422 increase (AD1) is present at the same time as upper lid raiser (AU5), this could indicate an 
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423 eye white increase due to raising of the upper eyelid. Otherwise, an increase in eye white 

424 increase (AD1) could be due to several other factors.

425

426 A distinct increase in the movement “ear flicker” was apparent in both transportation and social 

427 isolation stress. Ear movements are very communicative [37] and often noted by laymen when 

428 describing horse emotions. Movement of the horse’s ears could also aid sound perception, but 

429 that effect has been less well studied. During transportation, ear movements due to sound are a 

430 likely cause of high “ear flicker” frequency, since the horse’s ear does not linger in any one 

431 position for long. During social isolation, a likely cause is increased awareness of the 

432 surroundings. The location of the ear conveys information about the horse’s emotional state [6] 

433 and is used in many of the grimace scales for pain assessment [10,11]. Only one ear code, ear 

434 rotator (EAD104), was selected in our dataset, indicating that “ears backward” may be present 

435 more often in stressed horses. An increase in “ear flicker” could also prove a good indicator of 

436 emotional stress.

437 Action units of the upper face
438 Interesting differences were seen in the action units of the upper face when the two stress 

439 induction methods were compared. The reason for upper lid raiser (AU5) being more 

440 prominently seen during transportation stress, but not selected when analyzing isolation stress, 

441 could be that transportation stress is influenced by multiple external factors. In theory, a tension 

442 in m. levator palpebrae superioris (proposed basis for AU5) would be a plausible mechanism 

443 to hide tension in m. levator anguli occuli medialis (proposed basis for AU101). This means 

444 that it is uncertain whether inner brow raiser (AU101) would have been seen more often during 

445 transportation if not for the presence of upper lid raiser (AU5), due to increased environmental 

446 factors or increased intensity of stress. These results suggest that external factors or stress 
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447 intensity may play a major role in hiding certain facial expressions, meaning that caution is 

448 needed in interpretation when the horse is exposed to strong stimuli from the environment (e.g., 

449 sounds, smells, visuals). 

450

451 The frequency of blink (AU145) increased during both transportation and social isolation. An 

452 earlier study also reported an increase in blinks during stressful situations [16]. However, 

453 Merkies et al. [17] found instead that full blink diminished during stress. In this study, the 

454 increase was only statistically significant for the Co-occurrence method during transportation 

455 stress. This may be a result of the greater number of horses in the transportation stress group. 

456 Differences in frequency of full blinks were not significant between baseline and stress (Fig 2). 

457 Since duration of full blink is by definition restrained to less than half a second, it is unlikely 

458 that maximum duration would have any meaning, even if it showed a significant increase. Blink 

459 frequency needs to be studied further in order to draw firm conclusions regarding its role as a 

460 marker of stress, and special consideration needs to be given to the induction method.

461 Action units of the lower face
462 The only action unit selected as indicative of stress for the lower face was lips part (AU25). 

463 Concurrently, increased frequency of tongue show (AD19) was noted. This coincides well with 

464 earlier findings on behaviors of the tongue and repetitive mouth and licking behaviors during 

465 stress [29,35]. These codes were only selected by the Co-occurrence method, but there was an 

466 increase in frequency and maximum duration for the codes when tested specifically in the HFI 

467 method. As discussed earlier, this might be a result of the codes being less frequent, but highly 

468 distinct for stress. Tongue show (AD19) and lips part (AU25) are similarly interrelated, since 

469 tongue show (AD19) requires the horse’s mouth to be open. Tongue “twisting” has previously 

470 been described as a stereotypic behavior [38]. Tongue show (AD19) may be interpreted as a 
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471 coping mechanism in horses subjected to stress. Oral stereotypies are often reported as a long-

472 term consequence of inability of horses to perform natural behavior, creating chronic stress 

473 presenting as oral stereotypies (e.g., cribbing). It is therefore not surprising that tongue show 

474 (AD19) was less significant during the social isolation stress test, since this intervention is a 

475 rather acute form of stress. It is interesting that such coping behaviors were recorded during 

476 the transportation stress test, given the relatively short duration of acute stress. Since the 

477 increase in heart rate was greater during transportation, the presence of tongue show (AD19) 

478 might also be a result of higher stress intensity during transportation.

479 Signs of stress in pain scales
480 The specificity of facial expressions across emotional states is of interest for their use as an 

481 emotional indicator. To our knowledge, pain is the only emotion to be analyzed to date using 

482 EquiFACS and, since pain and stress are intimately connected, comparison of the facial 

483 expressions of pain and stress is needed. Rashid et al. [27] found that nostril dilator (AD38) 

484 and chin raiser (AU17) were indicative of pain when using both the HFI and Co-occurrence 

485 methods. The fact that nostril dilator (AD38) is also present during stress may be interpreted 

486 in several ways, e.g., it may indicate that pain to some degree also induces emotional stress or 

487 that occurrence of this action descriptor is common for either type of intervention. During both 

488 stress and pain, respiratory rate of the horse tends to increase, which may be a reason for nostril 

489 dilator (AD38) being common during both interventions.

490

491 Interestingly, some face-based pain scoring tools include facial expressions that were selected 

492 here as indicative of emotional pain-free stress. For example, the horse grimace scale [10] 

493 includes ear flattener (EAD103) and ear rotator (EAD104) as elements of the pain scale, while 

494 the FAP scale [12] uses eye white increase as an element. The “equine pain face” shows the 
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495 features “tension of the lower face, rotated ears, dilated nostril and tension above the eye” [11]. 

496 All but “tension of the lower face” could be seen in the stressed horses. Furthermore, upper 

497 eyelid raiser (AU5) could mask presence of “tension above the eye” (here interpreted as 

498 AU101) in the “pain face”. Some facial expressions linked to stress can also be found in 

499 ethograms based on facial expressions of ridden horses [39], where “exposure of sclera”, 

500 “mouth opening and shutting repeatedly”, “ears rotated back or flat”, and “tongue exposed” are 

501 present. However, comparison of expressions in ridden and unridden horses require caution, 

502 since tack [40] or observers [41] might influence the facial expressions present.

503

504 It is highly possible that a horse experiencing pain simultaneously experiences some degree of 

505 emotional or physiological stress. When discussing both physiological and behavioral aspects 

506 of pain assessment, stress is often described as a complicating factor [13], and use of facial 

507 expressions for pain scoring is presented as a “better” approach. Based on our results, the level 

508 of stress to which a horse is exposed should be considered during interpretation of facial 

509 expressions for pain evaluation. For example in ridden horses, where pain is usually not 

510 expected to be present, the predictive values of pain scales may decrease because the level of 

511 stress is increased in competition or rider-conflict situations [40], resulting in a stress response 

512 being interpreted as pain if the above-mentioned action units are present. This would have 

513 consequences for the way in which these horses are treated. A horse experiencing pain is in 

514 need of veterinary treatment, while a horse experiencing stress needs the help of behavior 

515 specialist or trainer to reduce its emotional stress. EquiFACS coding may be used for further 

516 validation of the construct validity of current horse emotion (including pain) assessment tools 

517 based on facial expressions [1] .
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518 Using video and EquiFACS to record facial expressions
519 While obtaining useful footage proved relatively simple, the coding of action units and action 

520 descriptors was very time-consuming, with each 30-second sequence taking approximately one 

521 hour to annotate manually. In total, all clips took 300 hours of annotation. Based on the good 

522 rater agreement, one coding of each sequence appears sufficient. 

523

524 It is not possible to perform a complete EquiFACS annotation during direct observation, e.g., 

525 under clinical conditions. Some easily observable EquiFACS-based measures, such as 

526 increased eye white (AD1), increased blink rate, and mouth behaviors, should be investigated 

527 for their performance value in “grimace”-based scales for discovering stress or no-stress in 

528 both undisturbed horses and “disturbed” horses, e.g., ridden horses. As mentioned earlier, many 

529 facial features may be affected by external stimuli which may have nothing to do with the 

530 emotion of the horse. Therefore, if scorings are not performed directly, we recommend that the 

531 analysis be performed on video-recordings, where onset and offset of a certain grimace can be 

532 verified, increasing the specificity of that facial action. Still images may capture a short 

533 moment where the horse is reacting to other stimuli, such as a noise, that is not detectable from 

534 the image. Techniques for automatic detection of action units in humans generally rely on video 

535 footage [42]. It has also been shown that, for horses in pain, the chance of picking up all 

536 essential action units/descriptors on a random still frame is very low [27]. The same is likely 

537 true for emotional stress. If live scorings are used to assess pain, the horse’s emotional state 

538 and possible external factors need to be considered when interpreting the results. Many action 

539 units are also very difficult to score live, without the use of slow-motion or frame-by-frame in 

540 video.

541
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542 The data presented here provide a foundation for development of automated surveillance of 

543 animals based on video-recordings or live video, to determine facial expressions during stress 

544 using EquiFACS. However, there were difficulties with the use of both the surveillance 

545 cameras and the automated video selection tool. The freely moving stressed horses changed 

546 position rapidly, decreasing the length of the optimal observation windows. The automated 

547 face detection method used for random and unbiased selection of video clips for annotation 

548 tended to prioritize the longest clips, meaning that the clips might have been systematically 

549 selected from quiet periods, i.e., from periods where the horse was least stressed. This could 

550 be a contributing factor to the lower stress level observed during social isolation than during 

551 transportation, and to some action codes not being significant. There were also fewer horses in 

552 the social isolation group. The main limitations with this study were the small number of horses 

553 and the inability to blind the transportation videos. We sought to overcome this problem by 

554 using three annotators for the transportation clips.

555 Conclusions

556 It proved possible to induce and monitor the presence of emotional stress objectively in horses 

557 under field conditions, using simple equipment and ordinary management practices. Applying 

558 two different frequency and duration-based methods revealed that two types of short-term 

559 emotional stress (social isolation, transportation) induced several facial actions. Overall, it was 

560 concluded that the facial traits eye white increase (AD1), nostril dilator (AD38), inner brow 

561 raiser (AU101), upper lid raiser (AU5), “ear flicker”, and tongue show (AD19) were 

562 indicative of equine stress. This confirmed earlier findings of behavioral aspects during stress 

563 and some features in equine pain scales.  Data from this study can be used to construct less 

564 time-consuming observation tools for use when fast scoring is needed (e.g., in an equine 

565 hospital environment). Scoring using the EquiFACS system proved to work well using video 
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566 footage, showing that it can be performed using video surveillance to minimize observer 

567 influence and errors during scoring. 
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